We present the observational results of the γ-ray blazar, 3C 66A, at 2.3, 8.4, and 22 GHz at 4 epochs during 2004-05 with the VLBA. The resulting images show an overall core-jet structure extending roughly to the south with two intermediate breaks occurring in the region near the core. By model-fitting to the visibility data, the northmost component, which is also the brightest, is identified as the core according to its relatively flat spectrum and its compactness. As combined with some previous results to investigate the proper motions of the jet components, it is found the kinematics of 3C 66A is quite complicated with components of inward and outward, subluminal and superluminal motions all detected in the radio structure. The superluminal motions indicate strong Doppler boosting exists in the jet. The apparent inward motions of the innermost components last for at least 10 years and could not be caused by new-born components. The possible reason could be non-stationarity of the core due to opacity change.
1983). Bandpass calibration was performed for higher sensitivity using 0133+476 for all epochs.
The output data from AIPS were then read into the Caltech DIFMAP package for hybrid mapping and model fitting. Circular Gaussian models were used in model fitting, which may reduce the number of free parameters and give more consistent centroid positions across the epochs (Lister et al. 2009 ). The corresponding errors for the fitted parameters were estimated by using the expressions described in Lee et al. (2008) , except the flux density errors were taken to be 10% at 2.3 and 8.4 GHz, and 20% at 22 GHz, and the errors for the core separations of the components were taken to be at least 0.8 mas at 2.3 GHz, 0.2 mas at 8.4 GHz, and 0.06 mas at 22 GHz. Such criterions were adopted based on some previous works on other radio sources (e.g. C07, Lu et al. 2011 ).
Results
In Fig. 1 , we show the resulting contour images of 3C 66A at all 4 epochs at 2.3, 8.4, and 22 GHz, with specific parameters shown in Table. 1. An overall core-jet emission distribution can easily be found at low frequency of 2.3 GHz with higher dynamic range and larger emission structure, while more specific structures are obtained at 22 GHz with higher resolution. The radio structure at all these frequencies and epoches shows a consistent intensity distribution with a compact emission feature lying at the extreme end of a onesided jet, and others extending to the south. From the 8.4 GHz radio structures at all 4 epochs, a prominent bending was found at ∼ 4 mas. And in the 22 GHz images, a minor bending occurs at ∼ 1.2 mas.
To better understand its intensity distribution down the jet, model fitting was done to the remarkable jet features by using the modelfit task in DIFMAP. All the resulting components are marked with circular signs with their sizes scaling to their true emission regions. Table. 2 shows the designations of each jet component, the corresponding flux densities and uncertainties at all epochs and frequencies. The designation of each component mainly follows the convention in C07 (-1,1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128,256,512) 2005.05 0.476 5.89 3.58 -3.21 0.9× (-1,1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128,256,512) 2005.35 0.424 7.51 4.25 -18.5 1.0× (-1,1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128,256) 2005.54 0.465 6.31 3.96 -0.72 0.9× (-1,1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128,256,512) (-1,1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128) 2005.05 0.421 0.614 0.371 -3.29 1.5× (-1,1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128,256) 2005.35 0.488 0.991 0.761 3.72 2.1× (-1,1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128) 2005.54 0.367 0.629 0.378 -6.29 1.8× (-1,1,2,4,8,16,32,64,128) Notes:(1) Observing frequency; (2) Observing epoch; (3) Peak flux density; (4), (5), (6) 
Spectrum and identification of components
The detection of components k, b, d, e, and f at more than one frequency allows us to make spectral analysis of these components. the data at all the 3 frequencies, and the others are obtained using data at 2 frequencies at which the components were detected. The component k at the north end of the whole radio structure shows the flattest spectrum (α ∼ 0) among all these components, which enables us to identify this component as the core. By contrast, the other components show relatively steep spectra (α < 0) .
We also estimate the brightness temperatures of all the components in the source frame by using the expression (Shen et al. 1997 )
where S is the flux density in Jy, ν is the observational frequency in GHz, d is the diameter in mas, and z is the redshift. The brightness temperatures were shown in the last collum in Table. 2.
Component k has the highest brightness temperature among all components, which greatly exceeds the Compton limit of 10core component, as is shown in Table 2 .
Proper motions of the jet components
C07 studied the kinematics of the jet components in 3C 66A at 2.3 and 8.4 GHz using Session 1 data and no obvious proper motion was detected within the uncertainties because of the short time coverage (∼1.2yr). They combined their results with some previous works (Jorstad et al. 2001 , Jorstad et al. 2005 , and B05) and they found the kinematics of 3C 66A is rather
complicated, yet the observations were carried out at different frequencies. By combining the data of the two sessions, we are able to study the kinematics of 3C 66A over a much longer time range (more than 4 years). The 22 GHz preliminary results were already published in the proceeding of IAU Symposium 290 (Zhao et al. 2013 ). In Fig. 3 , we show the plots of separations of jet components from the core that have measurements at both sessions as a function of time. The apparent velocity obtained by linear fit to the separations are shown in Table. 3. We compared our 22 GHz results with that of B05 which was obtained in the time gap between our two Sessions GHz proper motion study.
Our results show that the speeds of components in the jet of 3C 66A are much slower than previously reported (e.g. Jorstad et al. 2001 Jorstad et al. , 2005 . The results confirmed that the kinematics of this source is complicated, i.e. some components show superluminal motions, some show inward motions, and the others are nearly stable. As shown in 
Morphology
Our VLBI images of 3C 66A show similar morphology as previous works, which is a typical one-side jet with two bendings at about 1.2 and 4 mas from the core. Jet bendings or non-linear morphologies are very common in BL Lacs (e.g. Karouzos et al. 2012) . Jorstad et al. (2005) suggest that the first bending in 3C 66A jet occurs smoothly from 1.2 mas up to 3 mas. The former works mentioned above all show that the flux densities of the components at 22 and 43
GHz decrease along the jet but start to increase at 1.2 mas up to 2.6 mas. Such a coincidence
suggests that the observed bending may be related to the cause of the local flux density increase in the jet, which points directly to the continues decrease of the viewing angles and hence the increase of Doppler boosting effect. The model fitting results of components k-d in our 22 GHz maps also support this argument. Bendings could also be originated by interaction with ambient medium (e.g. Alberdi et al. 2000) , but this is less likely to be the case for the first bending in 3C
66A because there are no stationary components in this area (see Sec. 3.2).
As measured in the other blazar objects, the detectable radio structure of 3C 66A gets smaller with frequency. The restored emission region at 22 GHz is almost 6 times smaller than that at 2.3 GHz as a result of the much higher resolution plus the decreased surface brightness at 22
GHz. Note that the brightness temperature drops with frequency, indicating its decreased surface brightness at higher frequency, as is suggested in Kellermann et al. (2004) .
Kinematics
We fit the core separations of the jet components of 3C 66A for the two Sessions, which indicates the kinematics of 3C 66A is very complicated. We have detected apparent inward motions as well as superluminal motions. The superluminal moving components (c, d, e) are found Table 2 , whose names are labeled. The crosses represent the restoring beams in Table 1 . the new-born component would show up after such a long time and for the later, the highly curved motions should turn over and cross the LOS again so the motions would change to outward in 10 years. Here we propose another possible explanation: non-stationarity of the core due to opacity change. The non-stationarity of the core has been detected for some sources (e.g Mrk 421, Niinuma et al. in preparation, and 3C 454.3, Bartel et al. 2012 ) and the opacity change in 3C 66A
is supported by the 2 epoch core-shift measurements in Pushkarev et al. (2012) . trend is not obvious in the other components is that these outer components were ejected much earlier than the inner components and according to the previous works the reported speeds were much faster (Jorstad et al. 2001 (Jorstad et al. , 2005 . So their own motions dominate the overall motion. While for the innermost components, they are slower, even stable, so the core motion dominates the observed relative motions. Such a similarity could also be found in the MOJAVE results of this Future precise measurements of the core-shift with multi-frequency astrometric observations and detailed analysis of the variability of the core-shift and the possible correlation with flux, spectral variabilities would be important to test this explanation.
Summary
We studied the parsec-scale jet properties of the TEV blazar 3C 66A by using multi-epoch are found to be weaker and show steeper spectra.
We studied the proper motion of jet components in 3C 66A over a timerange of more than 4 years and we found the kinematics of this source is very complicated. We detected superluminal motions for 3 components. We found the innermost components show inward motions. By combining with the results at 15 GHz, we have ruled out the possibility of new-born components or highly curved jet trajectories as reasons of the inward motion. We argue that the possible reason could be non-stationarity of the core. 
